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A View 
from Our  
President

In the last issue I wrote about how some of us 
professional pilots are “living the dream” by actually 
getting paid to fly really cool airplanes filled with really 
cool people to some really cool places—and even a lot 
of not really cool but, nevertheless, enjoyable places. I 
often harp about the phenomenal productivity of business 
aviation and how it can put hours, days, and even weeks 
back into people’s lives, but sometimes we forget the 
most endearing part of flying: that it is just “plane” fun!
 
Fun, memories, and just great experiences—it would 
take more space than Talewinds has to write about all 
of these that I’ve recorded in eight logbooks. Island 
hopping in the Caribbean, those so-exciting first flights 
for someone, quick trips to Mackinaw, a romantic flight 
to dinner, flying while a wedding was taking place in the 
back (no, a real wedding), being served dinner at FL390 
by an NFL MVP, ski trips, Packer games, to Lake Tahoe 
or Cabo or just friends’ cabins in Northern Wisconsin—
what a wonderful addition to life’s experiences. You will 
find other nuggets of fun flying experiences throughout 
Talewinds. We would really like to hear about your 
special experiences, so please contact our Talewinds staff 
and regale them with your great memories.

Jeff Baum

Just for the Fun of It

Continued on page 10
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It doesn’t happen at the same age for all of us, but barring any 
catastrophes, we all reach the age when the kids are off on their own and 
the mortgage is almost paid and all of a sudden there is a little bit of cash 
accumulating in the checkbook. I think they call it “disposable income.” 
And, because I’m not the kind who lets cash burn a hole in my pocket, I 
begin thinking about ways to dispose of that cash. Besides, retirement is 
just over the horizon, and we will have to do something with all of that 
spare time we’ve dreamt about for all those years. And, for all those years 
of work, I deserve a reward—to do something fun. So, let’s see, what are 
my options?

How about a boat? I could get a speed boat. That would be fun. You can 
get a decent boat for $25,000 to $30,000. We could water ski! Let’s see, 
we could get up early in the morning, hook the boat up to—wait a minute, 
I don’t think I can pull that big boat with my Prius. OK, then I’ll get a 

Fun Decisions



Summer is the time when most flying hours take place, and for 
good reason. Warm, sunny days lure us into the air without having 
to worry about ice, snow, or waiting for the cabin heater to start 
kicking in. However, there are tradeoffs to summer flying, and 
one is high density altitude. Its effects can be subtle, which makes 
it a challenge to figure out how it will affect a flight at its most 
critical stage: takeoff and climbout. 

What is density altitude? As defined in the textbook, it’s “pressure 
altitude corrected for temperature.” This really doesn’t explain 
much, but it’s a start. For that critical stage of flight, it tells us 
how the air’s pressure and temperature will affect the airplane. 
Let’s start with pressure altitude. Think of PA as a way to 
categorize the air you’re flying in: thick or thin? Generally, we 
favor high air pressure because it makes the air thick, giving 
wings more lift and propellers more air to bite on; the airplane 
will lift off sooner and gain altitude quicker. Low pressure makes 
the air thin, giving airplane less to work with, so it doesn’t 
perform as well. You can easily find out the local barometric 
pressure from a weather report, which gives it as inches of 
mercury (a way to measure how much the air is “pressing” down). 
The dividing line between “thick” and “thin” is what’s called 
standard pressure: 29.92 inches.

Once we know the actual pressure, we can get more specific. With 
high pressure, the thicker air will make it seem like we’re taking 
off from a runway that’s at a lower elevation, something closer to 
sea level. For example, think of an airport with a field elevation of 
1000 feet. Say it’s a high-pressure day, 30.92 inches. The airplane 
will perform more like it’s at an airport with an elevation of 0 

feet, which is the pressure altitude, and one inch higher pressure 
means the air is 1000 feet “thicker.” 

Now for the temperature. Cold temperatures make the air 
thicker. As we discussed with pressure, thicker air means better 
takeoff and climb performance, and for reference, the standard 
temperature is 15˚ C (60˚ F). Unlike pressure, temperature can 
result in a startling difference in performance. Lift off on the 
first 40-degree day of the fall and you’ll know right away the 
airplane likes it! Just the opposite happens on the first 80-degree 
day in the summer. Lift off at the usual indicated airspeed and 
the airplane climbs at a sluggish rate and a shallow angle. This is 
why it’s essential to be extra cautious about flying on warmer than 
standard days. Rolling down the runway is not the time to find out 
that you’re using up more pavement than you thought you would; 
meanwhile, those trees off the end are coming up close.

Let’s build on the example of the airport at 1,000 feet elevation. 
If the PA is 0 feet there, we can continue to see what performance 
will be like by accounting for temperature, which means 
calculating density altitude. Now, imagine the temperature is cold, 
30˚ F. The density altitude is low, meaning the air is as thick as 
it would be at an airport at an even lower elevation. If it’s cold 
enough, the density altitude can even be below sea level! Using 
a density altitude table, that same airport at 90˚ F means the 
airplane will take off and climb as if it’s at 3,500 feet elevation—
watch out, that’s high density altitude. Even if the pressure is still 
30.92 inches, the effects of the hot air are much more pronounced, 
and so pressure will not do much to offset the temperature. Every 
airplane comes with its own book of performance charts, using 
pressure and temperature to help calculate how many feet it will 
take to lift off and how many miles it takes to climb to a desired 
altitude. At high-elevation airports, the air is thin even in the most 
favorable conditions. That means places like Denver, Colorado, 
where it’s around 6,000 feet, can have density altitudes beyond 
the capabilities of some airplanes.

Wherever you’re flying, understanding how air pressure and 
temperature affect flight is one of the tools you’ll need to know 
that conditions are OK for departure. Once conditions are safe, 
then you can enjoy that summer flight.

Up next: More on airplane performance.
Elaine Kauh

CFII, RYV

Safety Matters  
High and Hot:  Pressure and Density Altitudes
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On my many trips between Watertown, 
Wisconsin, and Chicago, I would see 
the sign for “Bong Recreational Area.” I 
always thought it was a strange name for 
a recreational area. Then someone told 
me there was an airfield there, and I got a 
little more interested. I learned that Bong 
Recreational Area is on what used to be an 
Air Force base, which is an unfinished Air 
Force base built during the late 1950s. It 
was named after the famous aviator, Major 
Richard Ira Bong of World War II fame.  
The base was originally intended to be an 
air defense fighter base for the Chicago 
and Milwaukee areas. It was conceived in 
the early 1950s, with construction starting in the mid-1950s. 
Construction had barely begun when the base was transferred to 
the Strategic Air Command. Eventually, the base was considered 
obsolete, as it had become apparent to Air Force officials that it 
would be rather redundant with installations nearby. The base 
was abandoned in 1959 and was later sold to the State  
of Wisconsin.

Major Bong was born in Poplar, Wisconsin, a wide space on 
U.S. Highway 2, just south of Superior. Oddly enough, Poplar is 
just seven and a half miles from Lake Nabagamon, the birthplace 
of another great Wisconsin pilot, Noel Wien (see the Winter 
2015 issue of Talewinds). In 1941 Bong enlisted in the Army 
Air Corps Aviation Cadet Program. (One of his flight instructors 
was Captain Barry Goldwater, who later became a Senator from 
Arizona.) Bong went on to become a fighter pilot in the U.S. 
Army Air Forces (USAAF) and a recipient of the Medal of 
Honor. The honor was given to him for having shot down at least 
40 Japanese aircraft during World War II, which remains the all-
time record today and earned Bong the nickname “Ace of Aces.” 
All of his kills were in a Lockheed P-38 Lightning. 

Bong’s first operational assignment was to the 49th Fighter 
Squadron, 14th Fighter Group at Hamilton Field, California. On 
June 12, 1942, Bong buzzed a house in nearby San Anselmo, 
the home of a pilot who had just been married. He was cited and 
temporarily grounded for breaking flying rules. He, along with 
three other P-38 pilots, looped around the Golden Gate Bridge 
(picture that in your mind—wow) on the same day.  For looping 
the Golden Gate Bridge, flying at a low level down Market Street 
in San Francisco, and blowing the clothes off of an Oakland 
woman’s clothesline, Bong was reprimanded by General George 

?Did You  
Know

The “Ace of Aces” and Congressional 
Medal of Honor Recipient Hails from 
Poplar, Wisconsin

Major Bong in his P-38 Lightning Major Richard I. Bong, USAAF

C. Kenney, commanding officer of the Fourth Air Force. General 
Kenney told him afterwords, “If you didn’t want to fly down 
Market Street, I wouldn’t have you in my Air Force, but you 
are not to do it anymore, and I mean what I say.”  Bong Entered 
combat during his assignment to Schwimmer Field near Port 
Moresby, New Guinea, in the South Pacific. Bong considered his 
gunnery accuracy to be poor, so he compensated by getting as 
close to his targets as possible to make sure he hit them. In some 
cases, he flew through the debris of exploding enemy aircraft—
and on one occasion actually collided with his target, which he 
claimed as a “probable” victory. 

Bong flew combat missions from 1942 to 1945 in the South 
Pacific Theatre, The Battle of Buna-Gona in New Guinea, and 
The Philippines Campaign. For his accomplishments as a fighter 
pilot, Bong was awarded the Air Medal, the Distinguished 
Flying Cross, the Silver Star, the Distinguished Service Cross, 
and the Medal of Honor.

After the war Bong became a test pilot assigned to Lockheed’s 
Burbank, California, plant. There he flew P-80 Shooting Star 
jet fighters at the Lockheed Air Terminal. On August 6, 1945, 
the plane’s primary fuel pump malfunctioned during takeoff on 
the acceptance flight of P-80A 44-85048. Bong either forgot to 
switch to the auxiliary fuel pump or for some reason was unable 
to do so. Bong cleared away from the aircraft but was too low 
for his parachute to deploy. The plane crashed into a narrow field 
at Oxnard Street and Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood. His 
death was front-page news across the country, sharing space with 
the first news of the bombing of Hiroshima. He was 24 years old.

Steve Schwegel
Associate Editor
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I think every pilot has one trip that sticks out in his or her mind 
as the most enjoyable. Mine was a trip my wife Joan and I took 
with our friends Tom and Nancy. It happened a long time ago. 
Since we were in Tom’s plane and he was the PIC, I called him 
and asked him to look in his logbook for the date of the trip. He 
called me back several hours later and said, “I never was too 
good at keeping records, so let’s just say it was sometime in the 
mid-1980s.” Tom had a spanking new Skyhawk and was itching 
for a trip. Somewhere, Nancy read about the Algoma Railway in 
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, Canada. Tom called us and we decided 
to make it a trip. 

Tom and Nancy departed Clow International (1C5) in 
Bolingbrook, Illinois, and flew to Watertown (RYV) to pick 
us up. Tom’s flight plan pointed us toward Chippewa County 
International Airport (CIU) in Sault St. Marie, Michigan. As I 
remember it, it was a great summer day for flying. We skirted 
along the western shore of Lake Michigan and then across the 
peninsula to Sault St. Marie. We located CIU and what a sight 
that was, because, you see, in a former life CIU was Kincheloe 
Air Force Base. During the Cold War Kincheloe was one of many 
SAC bases along the northern tier of states built to accommodate 
Strategic Air Command (SAC) B-52 Stratofortresses. Tom had 
his Cessna Skyhawk lined up on a 12,000-foot-by-200-foot-
wide runway. Because Chippewa County had a tight budget, a 
little over 4000 feet was displaced for lack of maintenance. But, 
because Tom is Tom, he lined up on the original threshold and 
then leveled off at about 20 feet until he got to the numbers and 
then set it down. We spent the night in Sault St. Marie, and bright 
and early the next morning we took a shuttle bus across the border 
into Canada to board the Algoma Railway’s Agawa Canyon  
Tour Train.

The tour train departs Sault St. Marie at 8:00 a.m. sharp and 
returns at 6:00 p.m. It travels 114 miles, deep into the northern 
Ontario wilderness and into some of the most breathtaking 
sights one could ever see. The destination is the Agawa Canyon 
Wilderness Park, which is accessible only by hiking trails and the 
Algoma Railway. 

The trip to the park was awesome. It was four hours of relaxation 
in comfortable seats with some of the most beautiful wilderness 
scenery in the world parading by the window. From crystal- 
clear, glass-like lakes and rushing river waters to the highest 
canyon wall at 575 feet, it was one beautiful sight after another. 
One enduring vision I recall, even after 30 some years, is being 
mesmerized by the trees passing by my window when suddenly 
the forest opened up to one of many small lakes. On the other 
side of the lake was a primitive log cabin. It couldn’t have been 
more than 500 feet from the train. There was a man standing on 
the porch of the cabin drinking a cup of coffee. He slowly raised 
his cup as if to make a toast to the beautiful day. To this day, I am 
convinced he made that toast directly to me. I often wondered if 
he lived there or if he was just up for the weekend. Over the years 
in my daydreams, I have mused many stories about that man and 
what he may have been doing there.

After four hours of breathtaking scenery, we arrived at the park. 
There was something for everyone—from challenging hiking 
trails up the sides of the canyon to picnic tables and benches 
for those who just want to breathe in the fresh air and relax. We 
(being considerably younger at the time) took one of the hiking 
trails that followed one of several mountain streams.

toFun Places Go
&Fun Things toDo

A Plane, a Train, and a Shuttle Bus

Continued on page 9

How fortunate some of us are to be among 
the few who have had the opportunity 
to become pilots and experience the joy 
of flying. As pilots we take pride in our 
flying and get a great deal of fulfillment 
from using our skill to either help others 
or to encourage others to experience that 
same joy. Below are three well-established 
organizations pilots join to do this.

Angel Flight Central (AFC) is a volunteer 
non-profit 501(c)(3) organization whose 
mission it is to “serve people in need by 
arranging charitable flights for health care 
or other humanitarian purposes.”  Today, 
AFC volunteers and supporters throughout 
the Midwest have made possible over 
20,000 flights “free of charge” covering 
over 8 million miles. They are helping 
thousands of families access specialized 
health care, special needs camps, and 
other destinations for disaster-response 
efforts and compassionate reasons. 
Angel Flight Central, in the heart of the 
Midwest, collaborates coast to coast to 
give hope wings every day!

For more information:  
www.AngelFlightCentral.org

Angel Flight Central 
The EAA Young Eagles 
Program was developed in 1992 
to welcome young people into 
the world of aviation. Aviation is 
exciting and vital to our nation’s 
future.  The best way to convey 
that message is to actually 
experience flight first-hand.  
Each Young Eagle experiences 

a safe and enjoyable flight that gives them new perspectives 
on the world and life in general. Participants learn that an 
individual’s potential is unlimited, and for them, the sky is the 
limit!  Pilots participating in the Young Eagles program are 
local members of EAA who volunteer their time and aircraft to 
make a child’s flight possible. A pilot must be licensed by the 
FAA, and all aircraft are likewise licensed by the government. 
Flights are conducted according to federal regulations.

For more information: www.EAA.org

The Civil Air Patrol (CAP) is a 
congressionally chartered, federally 
supported non-profit corporation 
that serves as the official civilian 
auxiliary of the United States Air 
Force (USAF). CAP is a volunteer 
organization with an aviation-
minded membership that includes 
people from all backgrounds, 

lifestyles, and occupations. It performs three congressionally 
assigned key missions: 
• Emergency services, which include search and rescue (by air 
and ground) and disaster relief operations
• Aerospace education for youth and the general public
• Cadet programs for teenage youth.

In addition, CAP has recently been tasked with homeland security 
and courier service missions. CAP also performs non-auxiliary 

missions for various governmental and private agencies, 
such as local law enforcement and the American Red Cross. 
Membership in the organization consists of cadets ranging from 
12 to just under 21 years of age, and senior members 18 years 
of age and up. These two groups each have the opportunity to 
participate in a wide variety of pursuits. The cadet program 
contributes to the development of the younger members with a 
structured syllabus and an organization based upon United States 
Air Force ranks and pay grades, while the older members serve 
as instructors, supervisors, and operators. All members wear 
uniforms while performing their duties. Nationwide, CAP is a 
major operator of single-engine general aviation aircraft, used in 
the execution of its various missions, including orientation flights 
for cadets and the provision of significant emergency services 
capabilities. Because of these extensive flying opportunities, 
many CAP members become licensed pilots.

For more information: www.goCivilAirPatrol.com

EAA Young Eagles Program

The Civil Air Patrol

“You are truly 

angels here on 

earth. You have 

also renewed 

my belief 

in mankind. 

Kindness does 

matter.”

Rena - Angel Flight 
Central Passenger

Becomes
Giving Back–

Fulfillment
Fun
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“Pilots take no special joy in 
walking. Pilots like flying.”

Neil Armstrong

“It’s congenital really. We’re 
an aspiring species that 
doesn’t have wings. What 
else would we dream of?”

Mark Vanhoenacker
British Airways B747 pilot

and aviation author

“No one can realize how 
substantial the air is until he 
feels its supporting power 
beneath him. It inspires 
confidence at once.”

Otto Lilienthal
German inventor of the

first successful glider, 1893

“You haven’t seen a tree  
until you’ve seen its shadow 
from the sky.”

Amelia Earhart“The air up there in the 
clouds is very pure and fine, 
bracing and delicious. And 
why shouldn’t it be? It is the 
same the angels breathe.”

Mark Twain
Roughing It, 1872

“Once you have tasted flight, 
you will forever walk the 
earth with your eyes turned 
skyward, for there you have 
been, and there you will 
always long to return.”

Leonardo da Vinci

“More than anything else, 
the sensation is one of 
perfect peace mingled with 
an excitement that strains 
every nerve to the utmost, 
if you can conceive of such a 
combination.”

Wilbur Wright

“Sometimes, flying feels too 
godlike to be attained by man. 
Sometimes, the world from 
above seems too beautiful, 
too wonderful, too distant for 
human eyes to see.”

Charles A. Lindbergh
The Spirit of St. Louis, 1953

The Joy
ofFlying
There’s a reason they call it a “joystick.”
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How to Stay Healthy  
and Pass Your Medical

Dr. Terry Turke is an FAA Senior Aviation Medical Examiner  
(AME) located in Watertown, Wisconsin (920-261-2020).

A Visit with 
the AME

Dr. Terry Turke

In regards to types of foods, I think we all pretty much know 
what is good and what is not. I really think that portion size and 
moderation are key as opposed to strictly limiting certain foods. 
 
Drinking water is far better than soda. Try drinking a couple of 
glasses of water before eating. It will help you to feel full sooner 
and therefore help you eliminate caloric intake. Eat an orange 
rather than drink orange juice, as the former will make you feel 
full, whereas the juice will not.
 
Finally, we all know people who eat huge amounts of food and 
stay thin, and others are markedly overweight or obese and 
really try very hard to eat a healthy diet and exercise regularly. 
It is almost heart-breaking to talk to some of my overweight 
patients and see how little they eat. I just tell them that were it 
not for their efforts, their weight would be far worse.
 
There will possibly be more to follow on this topic in subsequent 
issues.

All of us want to be healthy and maintain good health as long  
as possible. We all pretty much know what to do, but  
knowledge and making use of that knowledge are entirely two 
different things. 
 
We all know the importance of regular exercise, but finding 
time is often problematic. We need to find a type of exercise that 
we enjoy (or at least dislike least!). We need to find a time to 
exercise and make it part of our daily schedule. For me, getting 
up at 5 a.m. and exercising in the basement on the treadmill or 
elliptical machine works best. For many, getting up early would 
make no sense at all; we are clearly all different in this regard. 
I don’t like to swim, so that would not be a good exercise for 
me, and I would never do so regularly. For those of us who like 
swimming, it is a great aerobic exercise and an excellent activity 
for anyone with joint issues. For others, joining a gym works 
best. Enlisting friends and engaging regularly in activities such 
as tennis or racquetball would be great aerobic exercise. Plan to 
exercise for at least 30 minutes five times a week. Exercise does 
not need to be continuous for 30 minutes if that does not work 
for your schedule. Use the stairs instead of the elevator when 
able, park at distance from the store rather than looking for the 
closest parking spot, etc.
 
Maintaining a healthy weight is very important as well. This 
clearly gets harder to do as we age, as there are changes in our 
metabolism, likely due to decreased muscle mass. Basically, 
3500 calories represents one pound. If you eat 3500 calories 
more than you need, you gain a pound, and the converse is also 
true. So, the easy math is that a combination of diet and exercise 
that results in a net change of 3500 calories will either cause us 
to gain or lose a pound. A net change of 500 calories per day will 
result in a one-pound-per-week change.

Ask the AME
Have questions about your medical or about the human factors 
associated with flying? Send them to: Talewinds@WisconsinAviation.
com or mail to Wisconsin Aviation Talewinds • 1741 River Drive • 
Watertown, WI 53094

It was a hot day, so we all sat on rocks in the middle of the stream 
and enjoyed the clear, cool water. The stay at the park was only 1 
1/2 hours, so we soon heard the train whistle blow, signaling 15 
minutes till departure. If we missed the train, we were stuck for 
the night, and we were certainly not equipped for that. The train 
ride back was more laid back than the morning’s ride. It was a 
time to sit back and reflect on the morning’s adventure, to chat 
with friends, and make new friends. We arrived back in Sault St. 
Marie at 6:00 p.m. and headed back across the Saint Mary River 
to the U.S. side for dinner and a good night’s sleep before our trip 
back to civilization in the morning.

It was a great trip. I would show you the pictures we took 30 
years ago, but I think they are stashed away in one of those long-
lost shoe boxes in the attic. I’m sure the train and the scenery 

look exactly the same as the pictures you see here. The people 
look a lot younger, though.

If you are interested in the tour, visit  
www.AgawaCanyonTourTrain.com.

Steve Schwegel
Associate Editor & Pilot

 

A Plane, a Train, and a Shuttle Bus (Continued from page 4)

Begin–Let
Earn

Funthe
YourWings

All pilots know that flying is hours of dedicated work punctuated by 
moments of excitement and extreme gratification.  Here are a few of 
those unforgettable moments:

Your First Solo
The first exciting moment comes when you return from a lesson with 
10 or 15 hours under your belt, and your instructor hops out of the 
plane and tells you to start it up again and take a solo trip around the 
pattern.  Immediately the butterflies start in your stomach, but you 
know you can do it—and you do, performing flawlessly.  What an 
awesome feeling!

Passing Your Private Check Ride
You’ve spent weeks and months studying, practicing, making 
mistakes and correcting them, and finally your instructor says you are 
ready for the check ride.  A million little related facts are swimming 
around in your head.  What will my Designated Examiner be like?  
Will he or she be a tough one, or will I get a little slack?  Then the 
moment comes when the examiner says, “You passed,” and hands 
you your certificate and says, “This is your license to learn.”  And 
your fun gets even better!

Flying a Taildragger for the First Time
All airplanes have rudders—well almost all.  You’ve worked the 
rudder on hundreds of landings—no problem.  But the first time you 
take the stick of a taildragger, like the Citabria on our rental fleet 
(photographed to the right), you learn what a rudder is all about—and 
feel how exciting it is to fly a taildragger. 

Executing a Perfect Landing  
on a Challenging Runway
There are some places where airplanes just shouldn’t go.  So why do 
they put runways there?  Well, because somebody, some brave pilot 
wanted to land there.  Let’s face it, if there is a reasonably flat piece 
of land that is a couple thousand feet long, some pilot will want to put 
his or her plane down there—and what a thrill there is on the rollout!

Exciting Moments

What a way to spend summer vacation! Emma Hutchinson’s 
first solo flight took place on June 30 at RYV, not long after 

celebrating her 16th birthday. Emma is training for her Private 
Pilot certificate in a Cirrus SR20 with her Wisconsin Aviation 

CFI, Elaine Kauh. Congratulations!

There are as many adventures out there as there are readers 
of this article. All you need to do is think about what is 
interesting to you, find your destination on the Internet, and 
then get your sectionals and plotter and make a flight plan. 
Wisconsin Aviation will be pleased to rent you an aircraft if 
you don’t have one of your own. See our diversified fleet of 
rental aircraft at WisconsinAviation.com.



Fun Decisions 
(continued from front page)

1981 Piper Seneca III (N8407R):  90 SFRM & 90 SPOH, November annual and 135-ready! Known ice! 
GNS-530/Dual Glideslopes, GNS-430, GDL-69, WX-500, KFC-200 Autopilot/Flight Director/525 HSI! 
More!  $184,500

1975 Cessna Citation 500 (N501GB): 12,960 TT, 1140 SMOH, fresh Phase 1-4 completed 05/14. 
Turnkey! RVSM compliant, 135 current, thrust reversers, updated Garmin panel, beautiful paint & interior, 
NDH, new lead acid battery. Nicest 500 on the market! Reduced to $575,000 / Open to Offers!

1979 Piper Arrow IV (N705WH):  Only 4160 TT, 340 SMOH, Garmin GNS 430! Autocontrol IIIB 
Coupled Autopilot, 4-place built-in intercom, Rosen visors, good glass & good paint!  $75,900

1979 Piper Navajo (N56ND): 6760 TT, 740/920 SMOH, February annual, Full Panther Conversion, 
4-blade Q-tip props, winglets, VGs, known ice, A/C, oxygen, GNS530, KFC200 autopilot with flight 
director & HSI, radar, professionally flown, operated & maintained. Reduced to $299,000! Can Trade!

1978 Piper Navajo (N510CC):  45 SFRM!  45 SPOH!  Dual Garmin GNS 530W Coms! Avidyne EX500 
MFD with JeppView Charts, Century IV Autopilot, RDR-150 Radar and XM Weather! Excellent in and 
out! 9135 TT,   $249,500

1979 Cessna 310R (N2638Y): October annual, 9485 TT, 1140 SMOH, 1040 SPOH/175 SNEW, rare 203-
gal fuel, Garmin 430W, HSI, color radar, boots and hot props, hangared in Midwest. PRICE REDUCED 
to $104,500!

Aircraft for Sale

1975 Piper Cherokee 140 (N4359X): 4460 TT, 2045 SMOH, Fresh annual! Recent interior, IFR with a 
Stormscope! KX-155, Aera 560 GPS with XM Weather!  $24,900

2006 Cirrus SR22 GTS (N128BV):  2150 TTSN, 550 SMOH, Avidyne Entegra PFD & EX5000C MFD, 
SkyWatch, Stormscope, TKS, EMAX, CMAX, ETAWS and XM Weather Datalink, Tanis engine and floor 
heaters, much more!   Price Reduced!  Looking for Quick Sale!  $229,000

1977 Cessna 414 (N126BT): 3500 TT, 917/874 SMOH, 367 SPOH, February annual, KX-165 with 
glideslope/HSI, KX-155 with glideslope, Argus 5000, Trimble 2000, Garmin 696 with XM Weather, VGs.  
Blowout Price!  Must Go!  $119,000

1962 Piper Cherokee 160 (N5401W) – Only 1935 TTSN!  220 SMOH!  NDH!  KX-170B Nav/Com, KT-
76A Transponder, April Annual.  $29,500   Call Mary at 920-386-2402.

For full specifications and photos, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com.
Partner with Wisconsin Aviation and take advantage of our proven brokerage process. Our detailed listings and thorough aircraft reviews attract buyers from all over the 
world and give them confidence to take action! As one of the Midwest’s largest aircraft brokers and a leader in the aviation industry, we are equipped to provide you with 
maximum exposure and expertise guidance in the sale of your aircraft. Whether you are looking to sell, upgrade, or purchase an aircraft, contact our sales team to find 

out how we can make your next transaction smooth and seamless.
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Congratulations,  
Superstars!

The individuals listed below have achieved solo  
status or obtained the certificates or ratings 

shown since the previous issue of Talewinds.

Solo Status

Alejandro Andino (MSN)
Andy Bourassa (MSN)
Gregg Butzlaff (MSN)
Kendra Dahl (MSN)

Emma Hutchinson (RYV)
Andy Kellen (MSN)
Miles Kull (MSN)

Stefan Montefrerrante (MSN)
Michael Rainiero (MSN)

Izik Riemer (MSN)
Seth Saunders (UNU)

Luke Titel (MSN)

Certificates & Ratings
Private 

Sarah Benish (MSN)
Karl Goetsch (MSN)

Ken Kole (MSN)
Patrice Linel (MSN)

Joe Severson (MSN)
Zuf Wang (MSN)

Flight Instructor
Kyle Budewitz (UNU)
Nathan Dailing (RYV)

Instrument Instructor
Glenn Ingram (UNU)

Pilots to Fly  
Jumpers!
If you have a commercial pilot  
certificate and a total of 500 hours and  
would like to build your hours, you can fly  
for time with the Seven Hills Skydivers. If  
interested, call Greg Porter @ 608-712-2544 or  
Don Woods @ 920-319-0377.

Needed…

Suburban. That’s only another $30,000 or so. So I hook up the 
boat to the Suburban, find a lake and ride around in circles all 
day, and then put it in storage from October to April. What fun! 
They say that the two best days on your boat are the day you get 
it and the day you get rid of it. Let’s see, what other options do 
I have?

How about a motorcycle? Yeah, a Harley—a hog! Think of 
it, riding down the highway free as a bird, the wind blowing 
through my—well, over my scalp. I could join a club—be one 
of the guys. But then I’d have to get a new leather wardrobe 
and probably grow a beard. I don’t know if I would fit in with 
that crowd. Besides, riding a motorcycle on a crowded highway 
can be only seconds from disaster. And then I’d have to put it in 
storage from October to April. I need more options.

I could buy a home in one of those retirement communities and 
play cards and line dance with other old people. Quick, more 
options, please!!

Wait a minute! I could learn to fly an airplane. Just think of it. I 
could get up on a nice summer day, call the airport and ask them 
to get a plane ready for me, drive to the airport in my Prius, do 
a pre-flight, and in minutes I’d be up in the air seeing the world 
from a whole new perspective. I could even rent one with an 
open cockpit to let the wind—never mind. What a challenge it 
would be (certainly more challenging than line dancing). I don’t 
even have to buy a plane. I can rent one only when I need it. 
Instead of riding around in circles on one lake, I can fly over a 
whole bunch of them. What could be better than cruising along, 
free as a bird, no pollution, and nobody riding on my tail. Not 
only that, I could take my better half for dinner at some exotic 
location like Prairie Du Sac. And the best part is that I can fly 
all year round.

That’s it! I’m calling Wisconsin Aviation Flight School 
tomorrow.

SALE PENDING
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What’s Around the Corner

Classes are subject to minimum student enrollment; pre-registration is required. Dates and times are  
subject to change, and class fees may apply. For more details, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com  

or email us at WisAv@WisconsinAviation.com.

                              is an informational  
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Wisconsin Aviation’s Corporate Headquarters
1741 River Drive • Watertown, WI 53094

(920) 261-4567 • Fax: (920) 206-6386

FBO locations: 
 Dane County Regional Airport (MSN)  
Watertown Municipal Airport (RYV)  

Dodge County Airport (UNU) 

Email: Talewinds@WisconsinAviation.com
Website: WisconsinAviation.com
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Aug 30 UNU – Lions Club Pancake Breakfast – Sunday, 8 am - Noon

Sept 13 RYV – Pancake Breakfast & Open House – Sunday, 8 am – 3 pm

Sept 13 RYV – “Understanding Aircraft UAS/Drones” Seminar –  
 Sunday, 12:00-2:30 p.m. – FREE

Sept 15 UNU – Instrument Ground School – Tuesdays thru Dec 1, 6-9 pm

Sept 16 UNU – Private Pilot Ground School – Wednesdays thru Dec 2, 6-9 pm

Oct TBD MSN – Private Pilot Ground School – first week of October –  
 Monitor our website for date/time.


